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Abstract

This report presents results from computerized microtomographic (CMT) imaging of soils from Naturita, Colorado, a 

Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) site. The objective is to better understand the mineralogical and 

morphological controls of the sorption of uranium in the sediment. The samples were prepared and imaged with three 

goals in mind: 1) to visualize iron-rich mineral distribution in fine-grained materials (<35 5 gum grain size) and aggregate 

grains, 2) to visualize pore space in the aggregates, and 3) to visualize cesium sorption sites as a proxy for uranium.  

Two sets of images were obtained with voxel sizes of 6 .7 gum and 3.3 gm on a side, respectively. Bright rims with a 

thickness of 4 to 15 4m were observed on fine-grained materials and aggregate grains. Porous, iron-rich interstitial 

material was also observed within the aggregates. It is speculated that these interstitial materials are clay minerals 

closely associated with some iron oxyhydroxide phases or iron oxyhydroxides that are porous at the sub-micron scale.  

However, to verify this identification, the CMT data needs to be post-processed using calibration materials to minimize 

noise and error. A subtraction technique using images obtained just above and below the X-ray absorption edges of 

iodine and cesium successfully illustrates the pore space distribution in the KI-saturated samples and sorption sites in 

CsCl-treated samples. The cesium sorption sites appear to be associated with accessible pore space observed in the 

untreated and KI-saturated samples. The cesium sorption sites are also associated with iron-rich areas both as exterior 

coatings and in the interstitial areas of the aggregate grains.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background 

Synchrotron computerized microtomography (CMT) is a recent method that offers the ability to characterize the sorptive 

properties of minerals associated with alluvial soils. In particular, a relationship between metal sorption sites, iron

bearing minerals, and pore-space distribution can be derived to help evaluate the mechanisms of sorption processes.  

Sorption onto clays and iron oxyhydroxide phases is an important process in the retardation of certain solutes in the 

subsurface environment (Jenne, 1998). Understanding the relationship between the physical properties of the subsurface 

materials with the sorption of metals onto the media enhances the ability to predict the transport and ultimate fate of 

hazardous chemicals and radioactive species in the environment.  

This study is part of a larger cooperative project involving the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS), the U. S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC), and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) being performed at the Naturita Uranium Mill 

Tailings Remedial Action Project (UMTRA) site in Colorado (Figure 1). The overall study integrates results of 

fundamental theory and experiments with field measurements to better understand the complex nature of sorption of 

radionuclides onto mineral surfaces. Other components of the research project include soil characterization (Jove Col6n 

et al., 2002), column experiments (Curtis et al., 2001; Kohler et al., 2001). uncertainty analysis (Criscenti et al., 2002).  

and molecular modeling (Teter and Cygan, 2002).  

The goal of the soil characterization task is to better understand the mineralogical and morphological controls of the 

sorption of uranium in the soil and sediment. These controls include the distribution of sorption sites among the soil 

minerals, and the pore space distribution, which allows access to the sorption sites for infiltrating fluids. Scanning 

Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (SEM-EDS), Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), High 

Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), and Micro-Synchrotron X-Ray Fluorescence (M-SXRF) have 

been used to characterize clays and iron oxyhydroxide minerals in the soils in uncontaminated and contaminated 

alluvium from the Naturita site (Jov6 Col6n et al., 2002). The M-SXRF investigation, for example, demonstrated a 

strong correlation between uranium sorption and the iron-rich regions of the mineral coatings.
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Figure 1. Location of Naturita UMTRA site in southwestern Colorado (from Davis et al., 1999).
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Soil samples were collected from the alluvial plain of the San Miguel River several hundred yards upstream of the site 
of the former uranium processing mill. The uncontaminated composite sample is comprised of poorly sorted sediment 
and includes fractions ranging from sub-micron fine particles to large cobbles with diameters in excess of 10 cm. Sieving 
and processing of the alluvial materials by the USGS provided two sets of representative samples for the analysis and 
characterization of the mineral coatings (Figure 2): fine-grained materials and cemented aggregate grains. The fine
grained materials consist mainly of sub-rounded to sub-angular grains of quartz and potassium feldspar plus a clay-sized 
fraction (Figure 2a). The aggregate samples are comprised mainly of quartz and potassium feldspar sub-rounded to 
rounded grains that are bridged by platy clay coatings (Figure 2b). The grains also are coated by platy to lathlike clay 
minerals and iron oxyhydroxide phases.  

The coatings and interstitial materials have been difficult to characterize by traditional mineralogical methods, such as 
X-ray diffraction, due to their fragile nature and occurrence as thin coatings (approximately 5 to 20 microns). The mineral 
coatings comprise less than 5% of the total material and contribute little to the intensity of the X-ray diffraction patterns 
obtained for each of the two soil samples. Attempts to mechanically and chemically process the soil samples, to enhance 
the proportion of coating phases relative to the substrate minerals, proved unsuccessful.  

a

Figure 2. SEM images of (a) fine-grained materials and (b) cemented aggregate grains. Clay minerals can be seen 
to bridge and coat the grains in the aggregates.
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This study explores the use of computerized microtomography (CMT) as a nondestructive, high-resolution method to 

enhance the characterization of soils in support of the general effort to fully describe and evaluate metal sorption in soils 

at Naturita and other uranium contaminated sites. Past efforts to characterize these kinds of soil materials have utilized 

destructive methods such as chemical leaching or thin-sectioning samples, or were limited to only imaging and analyzing 

the exterior surfaces of the sample (Jov6 Col6n et al., 2002). With computerized microtomography, the interior and 

exterior of aggregate samples can be imaged intact. Because of the nondestructive nature of CMT, the method can be 

used to examine the complex relationship among coating mineralogy, sorption sites, and pore space. Brunauer, Emmitt, 

and Teller (BET) gas sorption analysis of the two samples was also performed to provide a conventional bulk surface 

area measurement for comparison with the CMT results.  

Computerized microtomography is utilized in this study to achieve three goals: 

1. Visualize mineralogical differences and iron-rich coatings in aggregates and fine-grained material, 

2. Visualize accessible pore space in aggregates, and 

3. Visualize cesium (Cs') sorption sites in aggregated grains, with cesium acting as a proxy for sorbed uranium species 

such as the uranyl (UO$2).  

1.2 Application of Computerized Microtomography 

Computerized microtomography is a nondestructive analytical technique that generates high-resolution (<1 0 uAm) three

dimensional images of the absorption of X-rays by a material. It has been successfully used in a number of geological 

applications, such as characterization of porosity in sandstones (Spanne et al., 1994; Schwartz et al., 1994; Coker and 

Torquato, 1996), characterization of metamorphic textures (Denison et al., 1997), and characterization of water content 

in soils (Macedo et al., 1999).  

The first step in CMT analysis is the collection of X-ray absorption data. A synchrotron-derived, well-collimated, 

monochromatic X-ray beam passes through a sample mounted on a rotating stage. X-rays transmitted through the 

sample are converted to visible light with a phosphor plate and recorded by a charged-couple device (CCD) camera.  

The sample is rotated and imaged in evenly spaced increments between 0 and 180 degrees. A three-dimensional image 

is then reconstructed from the set of two-dimensional projections by Fourier transformations. Detailed descriptions of 

the tomographic reconstruction process and limitations of CMT are available in Herman (1980) and Flannery et al.  

(1987). In the final reconstructed image, the object of interest is represented by an array of volume elements (voxels) 

in three dimensions. The data value at each voxel is the linear x-ray absorption coefficient, . Two-dimensional arrays 

of picture elements (pixels) can be easily extracted from the three-dimensional image (Figure 3). Theoretical X-ray 

transmission through a sample can be calculated using Beer's Law: 

- exp(-/lx) 

where I,, is the source X-ray intensity, I is the transmitted X-ray intensity, x is the distance the X-ray travels through the 

sample (or the sample thickness [L]), and u is the linear absorption coefficient [l/L]. Tabular data is available for the 

linear absorption coefficient as a function of X-ray energy for each element (e.g., McMaster et al., 1969).  

If a material consists of multiple elements, like most geologic samples, then the transmitted X-ray intensity can be 

calculated as follows: 

I exp( 1o, + + +..]PX)
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of three-dimensional volume data array generated by the CMT 

reconstruction process. Figures 5 - 7 present two-dimensional vertical or horizontal slices that have been 
extracted from volume arrays.  

wheref•,f,,f 3 are the mass fractions of elements 1, 2, 3. etc., p is the density, of the composite material [M/L3], and x 

is the material thickness [L]. The mass absorption coefficient, y,, [L 2/M], of each element is defined as the linear 
absorption coefficient of the element divided by the density of the element, (e.g.. m/rT).  

By combining Equations (1) and (2), the theoretical linear absorption coefficient of a mineral can be calculated if its 
elemental composition is known: 

S=[f . + + +.1 (3) 

A useful property of X-ray absorption is the "absorption edge," which is the energy required to remove an electron from 
an inner shell of the atom. The absorption edge results in an abrupt change in X-ray absorption at a characteristic X-ray 
energy for individual elements. At an energyjust below an absorption edge an element is much less absorbing to X-rays 
than at energies immediately above the absorption edge. Figure 4 depicts the change in the linear absorption coefficient 
(m) with increasing X-ray energy for three elements which are of interest in this study: cesium, iodine, and iron. There 
is an abrupt increase in m at energies of 33.2 keV for iodine and 36.1 keV for cesium. Note that iron does not have an 
absorption edge in the energy range shown in Figure 4. We take advantage of this absorption edge in CMT by using 
an image subtraction technique explained in Section 2.3.2. The subtraction method can be used to enhance areas in a 
sample containing only a particular element, in this case iodine or cesium.
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Figure 4. Variation in linear absorption coefficient (IL) with X-ray energy for cesium, iodine, and iron. Note the 

sharp increases at the absorption edges of 33.2 keV for iodine and 36.1 keV for cesium. Iron does not have the 

same sharp increase in this energy range. Data are from McMaster et al., 1969.
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2. Methods

2.1 Sample Preparation 

Three subgroups of samples from the two sediment types of uncontaminated Naturita soils were prepared for the CMT 

imaging (Table 1): 1) untreated aggregate grains and fine-grained separates for imaging the iron-rich coatings, 2) 

aggregate grains saturated with KI solution for pore-space visualization, and 3) aggregate grains treated with CsCl 

solution and rinsed to visualize sorption sites. Aggregate grains ranging in diameter from approximately 1 to 2 mm were 

hand-picked from the composite sample. Fine-grained materials were size separated using a No. 45 mesh size sieve to 

a grain size of less than 355 microns.  

Table 1. Sample summary and X-ray energies for CMT analysis.  

Tracer Sample Energy at which images Voxel Size on 
Treatment Concentration Material were obtained (keV) a Side (rim) 

Untreated N/A Aggregate 25.00 6.7 
Fine-grained 

20.003.  
Untreated N/A Aggregate 

33.03 and 32.93 6.7 

KI Saturated 2.4 M (300 g&L) I Aggregate 

CsCI Treated 3.2 M (400 g/L) Cs Aggregate 36.05 and 35.95 6.7 

Two methods were used to mount the samples so they could be imaged using CMT. All three sets of samples were 

packed in 2.6-mm inner diameter glass pipette tubes with quartz wool at either end to seal the tubes. In addition, the 

individual untreated aggregate grains were mounted on the end of toothpicks. This second mounting method allowed 

for higher resolution of the CMT because of the smaller sample dimensions (see Section 2.2).  

Both the KI-saturated samples and the CsCI-treated samples were vacuum saturated overnight in their respective 

solutions (Table 1). The capillary tubes were sealed on either end with plumber's epoxy. Additional quartz wool was 

packed around aggregates in the KI-saturated samples to reduce the volume of solution around the aggregates and to 

help reduce X-ray absorption around the sample.  

Shortly before imaging, the CsCI-treated samples were rinsed with deionized water. The glass tubes were fitted with 

a reservoir containing the deionized water on one end and a hand-held vacuum pump on the other. At least 10 column 

volumes of rinse water were passed through the sample. The effluent from the rinse process was verified to be free of 

Cl by testing for silver chloride precipitation with silver nitrate solution. Given this verification and the fact that the 

solubility of CsCI at 25°C is greater than II M (Lide, 1991), the occurrence of CsCI precipitation on or in the aggregates 

is thought to be unlikely. The cesium imaged in these samples is assumed to represent the strongly bonded sorption sites 

present in the aggregates (Krumhausl et al., 2001).  

In addition to imaging the samples described in Table 1, capillary tubes filled with known concentrations of CsCI (20.  

50, 100, and 400 gCs/L) and aluminum, titanium, and cobalt wires were also imaged. These data were collected to 

evaluate the error and background signal associated with the CMT setup.  

2.2 Computerized Microtomography Data Collection 

All samples were imaged and reconstructed using the CMT facility at beamline BM-13-D, GeoSoilEnvironCARS, at 

the Advanced Photon Source (APS) of Argonne National Laboratory (Rivers et al., 1999). The samples were rotated 

at 0.25 degree increments between 0 and 180 degrees. The energies and resultant voxel sizes of the imaging are listed 

in Table I. Image sets of the KI-saturated samples were obtained above and below the absorption edges for iodine 

(33.03 keV and 32.93 keV). Image sets of the CsCl-treated samples were obtained above and below the absorption 

edges for cesium (36.05 keV and 35.95 keV). Both sets of CMT images were collected at two different energy levels
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so that the subtraction method to enhance iodine and cesium visualization could be employed (see Section 2.3.2). It took 
approximately 45 minutes to obtain one three-dimensional image.  

On August 8-10, 2001 the lower-resolution images with a vertical dimension of 4.4 mm were obtained. These images 
included seven images of the untreated aggregates, each containing two to three aggregated grains; one image of the 
fine-grained material; three sets images of the KI-saturated sample; five sets of images of the CsCl-treated sample; and 
one image of the materials to perform the error analysis. Nine sets of higher-resolution images of aggregate grains were 
collected on April 6-8, 2002. These images were 2.3 mm in height. Three of these aggregates were subsequently treated 
with CsCI, as described in Section 2.1, and imaged above and below the absorption edge of cesium. The high-resolution 
images were obtained by using a higher magnification objective lens and adjusting the tube length between the lens and 
the CCD. This was possible because of the smaller sample dimensions of the individual grains as compared to the 
samples contained in the capillary tubes.  

2.3 Computerized Microtomography Data Analysis 

Three different methods were used to analyze the CMT data. First, a qualitative analysis was made to determine the 
iron content in the samples. Second, a subtraction method was used to enhance the visualization of iodine and cesium.  
Lastly, CMT data from the capillary tubes filled with CsCI and metallic wires were used to evaluate the error and 
background signal of the CMT technique.  

2.3.1 Determination of Iron Content of Samples 

A qualitative evaluation ofthe iron content and spatial distribution was made of the fine-grained and aggregate samples.  
The differences in linear absorption coefficients between high atomic number elements and low atomic number elements 
were used to help distinguish the iron-rich areas in the images. Quartz and feldspars have low linear absorption 
coefficients (estimated using Equation (2) to be less than 6.6 cm' at an X-ray energy of 20 keV); clay minerals have 
intermediate values (approximately 10 cm- at an X-ray energy of 20 keV; values will vary with clay composition); and 
iron oxyhydroxide phases have relatively high values (estimated at 60-68 cm- at an energy of 20 keV). The higher the 
linear absorption coefficient, the brighter the area in an image. Therefore, iron oxyhydroxide coatings are expected to 
stand out as much brighter areas in the CMT images.  

2.3.2 CMT Subtraction Method for Enhanced Visualization of Iodine and Cesium 

As mentioned earlier, the project took advantage of the fact that the absorption edge of iodine (33.2 keV) and cesium 
(36.1 keV) fall within a reasonable energy range to develop a subtraction method technique to enhance the visualization 
of iodine and cesium. Two sets of images of the KI-saturated and CsCl-treated samples were collected; one at an X-ray 
energy slightly above the absorption edge, and one slightly below (Table 1). The sample is imaged in the identical 
position for both energies. By subtracting the voxel values in each position of the image taken above the absorption 
edge from the image taken below the edge, a new data array is generated, referred to as the difference image. If regions 
in the sample contain no iodine or cesium, the voxel values above and below the edge will be essentially the same, and 
therefore have zero intensity in the difference image. In contrast, ifa sample region contains iodine or cesium, the voxel 
values in the difference image should be greater than zero and will appear as bright areas in the image. The difference 
image therefore enhances the visibility of the iodine occupying pore space in the sample or the cesium preferentially 
sorbed to the surface of the minerals.  

2.3.3 Error and Noise Analysis 

As mentioned above, images were collected of 20, 50, 100, and 400 gCsL solutions and aluminum, titanium, and cobalt 
wires. The measured linear coefficient data were compared to the theoretical values as calculated using Equation (3).  

The average measured linear absorption coefficient was determined by examining 100 horizontal slices of the 
tomographic image for each material. For each slice, a region of interest (ROI) was defined that contained a portion 
of the sample with the least amount of interference from the surrounding materials, such as the glass tubes. Each slice 
was defined by approximately 900 voxels. The average and standard deviation of the voxel values were calculated for 
each slice. Means of the averages and standard deviations of the 100 slices were then calculated.
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2.4 Surface Area Determination

BET surface area measurements were made of the fine-grained materials and the hand-picked aggregate grains. Surface 
areas were determined using a Quantachrome Autosorb with nitrogen as the adsorbant. Samples were outgassed under 
vacuum for 12 hours at 120°C. Qualitative determination of microporosity was made via inspection of isotherms over 
the relative pressure range of 10' to 102 and quantitative evaluation was made using Deboer analysis oft-plots. Pore 
size distribution and total pore volume were calculated from the desorption branch of the isotherm using the BJH 
(Barett-Joyner-Halenda) model (Barrett et al., 195 1).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Naturita Soil CMT Images 

The results of the imaging of the untreated, KI-saturated, and CsCl-treated samples are presented in the form of two
dimensional gray scale images. Note that dark pixels represent areas with high X-ray transmission, or low-absorption 
by the material. Bright pixels are areas with low X-ray transmission, or high-absorption by the material.  

3.1.1 Iron-Bearing Materials 

Highly absorbing material, assumed to contain iron, is present in both the fine-grained materials and the aggregate soils 
(Figure 5). There are some grains in the fine-grained fractions of the sample that seem to be dominated by iron (white 
arrow in Figure 5a). The intermediate colored grains are assumed to be quartz or potassium feldspar. In addition, some 
grains appear to be coated by an iron-bearing material as can be seen by the bright rims around the grains (black arrow 
in Figure 5a).  

Images of the aggregates clearly show that the interstitial material between the grains is iron-bearing (Figure 5b). The 
linear absorption coefficient measurements in these bright areas range from approximately 15 to 25 cm', indicating that 
these materials are most likely clay minerals closely associated with some iron oxyhydroxide phases or iron 
oxyhydroxides that are porous at the sub-micron scale. However, to verify this identification, it would necessary to 
perform some post-processing to these data, as discussed in Section 3.2. Discontinuous bright rims are also seen around 
the aggregates (white arrow in Figure 5b). These coatings are estimated to have a thickness of 3.3 to 14.3 4m.  

It is also interesting to note the dark areas in the bright interstitial materials. These dark areas are most likely micron
scale pore space, indicating that these interstitial materials are quite porous. In one case, a grain is clearly separated 
from the remainder of the aggregate, leaving an unobstructed flow path (oval in Figure 5b). Intergranular areas devoid 
of cement material have also been observed. These areas provide obvious pathways for fluid infiltration into the 
aggregated grains.  

Note that some of the bright rims around the grains and aggregates might be artifacts of the imaging process due to 
refraction of the X-ray beam through the edges of the grains. These artifacts were minimized in the higher-resolution 
images (Figure 5b) by decreasing the distance between the sample and the phosphor plate.  

3.1.2 Pore Space 

Iodine saturation was used to enhance the pore space of the samples and visualize areas accessible to fluid (Section 
2.3.2). In the CMT image taken above the iodine absorption edge (Figure 6a), iodine and iron-bearing materials can 
be observed as bright areas. In addition, the quartz or potassium feldspar grains (intermediate gray) and air bubbles 
(darker gray) in the sample can be seen. The bright areas in the image taken below the iodine absorption edge (Figure 
6b) only show the iron-bearing materials, as the iodine is not as highly absorbed at this energy. Finally, the bright areas 
in the difference image represent only iodine. Thus, the fluid-accessible pore space within the aggregate grains is shown 
in the difference image (Figure 6c).  

The observation of pore space in the interstitial material of the aggregates in Figure 5b is consistent with what is 
observed in the KI-saturated samples (Figure 6). That is, the accessible pore space is located where there is iron-bearing 
interstitial material (see bottom grain in Figure 6). The iodine did not penetrate an aggregate that did not have much 
iron-bearing interstitial material (top grain in Figure 6). This observation suggests a correlation between the mineralogy 
of this material and accessible pore space. Ehrenberg (1993) and Aagard et a]. (2000) have made similar observations 
in cemented sandstones, where precipitation of clay minerals actually preserves accessible porosity in the formation.  

3.1.3 Cesium Sorption Sites 

The signal subtraction method (Section 2.3.2) was also used to identify cesium sorption sites. Cesium is used as a proxy 
for examining uranyl sorption onto the Naturita materials. In this case, the sample was first saturated with CsCI and
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a

2.5 mm

b 

Figure 5. Vertical slice taken from CMT images of untreated fine-grained (a) and aggregate (b) samples. White 
arrows in (a) show highly X-ray absorbing grains. Dark arrows show highly absorbing coatings around the grains.  

The interstitial material between the grains of the aggregates is clearly highly absorbing to X-rays and also porous.  

Iron-bearing coatings also occur around the aggregates (white arrow in (b)). In one case, a high-porosity pathway 

occurs at a grain broken off of the aggregate (oval in (b)). Voxel sizes of images are 6.7 and 3.3 ýtm on a side for (a) 
and (b), respectively. Energies at which the images were obtained were 25.00 keV for (a) and 20.00 keV for (b).  

then rinsed with deionized water. While there is a possibility that cesium has precipitated in the samples, this is unlikely, 
as rinsed with deionized water. While there is a possibility that cesium has precipitated in the samples. this is unlikely, 

as a small concentration of CsCl and the effluent from the rinse was used to ensure that the chloride had been removed 
(see Section 2.1).  

Cesium sorption sites are clearly observed in some (Figure 7), but not all, aggregate samples. Cesium is seen both in the 
interior of an aggregate and on exterior coatings (Figure 7b). The location of the cesium sorption clearly can be 

correlated with accessible pore space (e.g., oval on Figure 7). Areas of cesium sorption are also associated with iron

bearing minerals (compare light areas in Figure 7a to those in 7b).
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Figure 6. Vertical slices taken from the same position in three CMT images of an KI-saturated aggregate: (a) 

imaged above the iodine absorption edge (33.03 keV), (b) imaged below the absorption edge (32.93 keV), (c) 
difference image (a-b) which shows areas containing only iodine. The aggregate grains are easily discerned and 
are surrounded by the iodine solution. Note that more of the iodine penetrates into the interior of the aggregate 
with the high X-ray absorbance interstitial material. Voxel size of images is 6.7 li.m on a side.  

a b 

Figure 7. Image of an aggregate showing cesium sorption sites. (a) is taken below the cesium X-ray absorption 
edge (35.95 keV) showing areas of higher iron content (brighter areas). (b) is the difference image showing cesium 
sorption sites as the brighter areas. The cesium sorption sites appear to be associated with accessible pore space 
and iron-bearing minerals. Voxel size of images is 3.3 lam on a side.  

3.2 CMT Error and Noise Analysis 

The noise in the CMT imaging technique was evaluated by examining the mean and standard deviation of measured 
linear coefficients in materials of known and consistent values (see Sections 2.1 and 2.3.3). There is little variation in 
the mean linear coefficient over 100 slices taken through two wires (Figure 8a). This observation indicates that the X

ray beam energy was consistent over the vertical area through which it passed for the wires. Some spread in the 
measured linear coefficients was observed. The range over plus or minus two standard deviations, or 95% of the values, 
for these 100 slices is 1.8 - 3.3 cm-. This translates to a mean spread of 9.5% and 25% from the mean for cobalt and
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titanium, respectively. A reduction in the background noise in future efforts with post-processing software is expected 
to normalize the data to the known theoretical values.  
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Material

Figure 8. (a) Average and standard deviations of p values for the region of interest for cobalt and titanium wires 
at 36.05 keV. (b)Measured versus theoretical linear absorption coefficient values for tubes filled with different 
concentrations of CsCI (given as g Cs per liter) and pure metallic wires(at 36.05 keV).  

The measured linear coefficients (collected at 36.05 keV) for each of the CsCI solutions and metallic wires in 
comparison to the theoretical values (calculated for 36.05 keV) are shown in Figure 8b. In all cases, the theoretical 
values are larger than the measured values and the associated difference is larger for higher linear absorption coefficient 
values. The systematic nature of the discrepancy between the theoretical and measured values suggests that a relation 
between the two can be determined and applied as a correction to normalize the measured values. The post-processing 
software mentioned above would conduct this normalization as well as the noise reduction.
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The observed error and noise emphasizes the importance of scanning calibration materials simultaneously with the 

unknown samples. Collecting images of smectite, hematite, and biotite provided calibration information on minerals 

with known iron content. These measurements can be compared to those of the aggregates to obtain more quantitative 

information on the iron content in the interstitial material in the aggregates described in Section 3.1.1.  

3.3 Surface Area Measurements 

Surface areas were determined to be 4.2 m2/g for the aggregates and 5.5 m2/g for the fine fraction. Table 2 provides a 

comparison of typical surface areas for a variety of soil types. The measured values fall near the low end of the 

distribution of observed surfaces areas for the bulk soils, and are significantly less than the values observed for the 

separates of clays and oxyhydroxides, such as ferrihydrite. Specific surface area for the aggregate is much higher than 

the surface area of spheres of comparable grain size, and is close to values reported for young alluvial soils (White, et 

al., 1996). These surface area values provide further evidence for the porous nature of the interstitial material. It is 

interesting to note that the aggregate sample exhibits a surface area that is not significantly lower than the value obtained 

for the fine grain fraction. Although sample morphologies are quite different for the fine powder and aggregate samples 

(see Figure 2), the BET data and CMT images strongly indicate that the porous, intergranular surfaces of the aggregate 

contribute significantly to metal sorption by the soil. The clay and oxyhydroxide coatings in the intergranular regions 

greatly enhance the aggregate surface areas and the corresponding number of reactive and sorptive sites in the soil 

samples.  

Table 2. BET specific surface areas of soil components for this study and as reported by others.  

Material BET Surface Area (m2/g) Source 

Aggregate 4.2 this study 
Fine-Grained 5.5 " 

Bulk Soil 4.5 to 17.7 White et al. (1996) 
Quartz Separates 0. 1 to 0.2 

Clay Separates 15 to 52 " 
Fe oxvhydroxides 45 to 177 

Goethite 32 to 71 Buffle (1988) 
Amorphous ferric hydroxide 100 to 700 

Kaolinite 6 to 39 Dixon and Weed (1977)
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4. Summary and Conclusions

This study attained two goals: 1) demonstrating the utility of the CMT as a nondestructive technique to locate iron

bearing minerals and visualize accessible pore space and cesium sorption sites, and 2) applying these techniques to soils 

from the Naturita UMTRA site to provide evidence for the accessibility of cesium (as an analog for uranium) sorption 

sites within the soils and speculate on the mineral composition of these sorption sites.  

Because of the high X-ray absorptive property of iron, it is possible to qualitatively determine the iron content of 

minerals. Images of the untreated aggregates clearly show that the interstitial material between the quartz and feldspar 

grains is both porous and iron-bearing. These interstitial materials could be clay minerals closely associated with some 

iron oxyhydroxide phases or iron oxyhydroxides that are porous at the sub-micron scale. In addition, discontinuous, 

iron-bearing coatings could be seen around the aggregates.  

By differencing images taken above and below the iodine and cesium X-ray absorption edges, it was possible to 

visualize accessible pore space and cesium sorption sites, respectively, in soil aggregates. Images of the pore space 

accessible to fluid confirm the porous nature of the interstitial materials in the aggregates. However, not all of the 

aggregates contain this porous, iron-bearing phase. Cesium sorption sites were observed on the outside of the coatings 

and in the iron-rich interstitial material accessible to fluid. These sorption sites are possibly associated with the iron

bearing minerals.  

This study has provided qualitative evidence of the nature of mineral surface coatings and their ability to sorb metals, 

such as uranium (as uranyl) onto aggregate soils at the Naturita UMTRA site in Colorado. Evidence included the 

demonstration of the porous nature of the aggregate grains and the accessibility of cesium sorption sites by an 

intergranular fluid. A method for reducing image error and background noise is suggested for further processing of 

CMT images. By applying this noise and error reduction method in future CMT efforts, the authors hope to more 

quantitatively delineate the mineral distribution (based on iron content) in the aggregate samples and specifically identify 

what minerals are sorbing the metals from solution.
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